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ABSTRACT
Face-to-face telepresence promotes the sense of "being there" and
can improve collaboration by allowing immediate understanding
of remote people’s nonverbal cues. Several approaches successfully
explored interactions with 2D content using a see-through white-
board metaphor. However, with 3D content, there is a decrease in
awareness due to ambiguities originated by participants’ oppos-
ing points-of-view. In this paper, we investigate how people and
content should be presented for discussing 3D renderings within
face-to-face collaborative sessions. To this end, we performed a user
evaluation to compare four different conditions, in which we varied
reflections of both workspace and remote people representation.
Results suggest potentially more benefits to remote collaboration
from workspace consistency rather than people’s representation
fidelity. We contribute a novel design space, the Negative Space, for
remote face-to-face collaboration focusing on 3D content.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Computer supported coop-
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1 INTRODUCTION
When designing for face-to-face collaboration it is necessary to take
into account how to address interactions in a shared 3D workspace.
Ishii et al. [Ishii and Kobayashi 1992] suggested that both workspace
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Figure 1: Example illustration depicting the occlusion issue
present when people have opposing points-of-view.

and remote person should be always visible. Indeed, using a trans-
parent display metaphor, two participants are able to see one an-
other and share digital content, rendered between them, that can be
jointly manipulated by both. Yet, in plain face-to-face interactions
mediated by displays, people have no common orientation of right
or left. Clearboard [Ishii and Kobayashi 1992] addresses this issue
by mirror-reversing the remote person’s video stream, producing
gaze and pointing awareness, since 2D graphics and text can thus
be corrected to the participant’s point-of-view. This approach has
been the subject of research for 2D content collaborative manipu-
lation [Wood et al. 2016]. However, 3D digital content gives rise
to detracting issues that affect and impair workspace awareness.
Participants do not share the same forward-backwards orientation,
occlusions can affect the understanding of where or what the re-
mote person is pointing at. Also, contrary points-of-view can result
in different perceptions or even serious communication missteps,
as illustrated in Figure 1.

This work focuses on assessing workspace awareness using vari-
ations of the shared workspace settings, individual point-of-view
and remote user’s representation. For this purpose, we conducted
an evaluation comparing task performance and user preferences
under four different conditions. We employed an evaluation envi-
ronment inspired by the "portal to a distant office" concept from
Wen et al. [Wen et al. 2000] creating a virtual space between two
real spaces. From the results, we conceptualize the Negative Space,
an approach to face-to-face remote collaboration, creating a shared
virtual workspace linking two physical remote spaces.

2 EVALUATION
We set out to assess if different manipulations of person and task
spaces can enhance workspace awareness.We developed a full body
telepresence prototype and implemented four different workspace
conditions. For this, we designed a collaborative 3D assembly task
where an Instructor guides a remote Assembler to reach the correct
solution of a toy problem using cubes. Our goal was to study the
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participants’ point-of-view, remote participant’s embodiment and
workspace rendering. For point-of-view we considered that partici-
pants could observe workspace in usual opposing points-of-view
or simulating an identical viewing experience. Also, similarly to
Ishii et al. [Ishii et al. 1993], embodiment and workspace variables
could both be horizontally inverted or not.

Our evaluation followed a within subjects design with four con-
ditions: (1) Real Life Face-to-face (RL): Derived from the real world
face-to-face scenario, both participants can see each other and the
workspace as if they were in opposite ends. (2) Simulated Side-by-
side (SS): While remaining face-to-face in regard to the embodied
representation, participants share the same point-of-view of the
workspace, in a way that simulates a side-by-side approach. (3)Mir-
rored Person (MP): Participants share the same point-of-view, yet
the instructor’s embodied representation is horizontally inverted to
match the reference space. (4) Mirrored Workspace (MW): With an
identical point-of-view, participants also share faithful face-to-face
embodiment representations of each other, although the assem-
bler’s workspace is horizontally inverted.

Results show an absence of significant differences in task perfor-
mance and, for user preferences, statistical significant differences
were found on instructors’ answers. This happened because it was
mostly the instructor who did the calculations regarding reference
frames, which rendered all conditions alike to the assembler. Al-
though participants established the informal shared protocol to
calibrate reference frames and achieved similar performance in all
conditions, a reflected workspace was clearly identified as being
more difficult than an exact representation. We argue that the cogni-
tive workload of being constantly converting coordinates between
both frames is mentally demanding. In complex scenarios, where
it is imperative for both participants to observe the same details,
the RL condition is unfit. This and the cognitive cost associated to
the MW condition, leads us to suggest that, for this kind of scenar-
ios, having an exact workspace with an identical point-of-view is
highly desirable. The choice between SS or MP will be dependent
on whether the accuracy of the remote person’s representation is
more relevant than the consistency between the person and task
spaces, respectively.

3 NEGATIVE SPACE
Previous research on remote face-to-face collaboration have suc-
cessfully contributed full-body telepresence approaches with inte-
grated person-task spacesYet, most focus on cooperative interac-
tions with 2D content, although collaboration in design and review
of 3D virtual models is crucial in several domains.

With this in mind, we introduce Negative Space as a conceptual
platform with a set of rules for future works on remote collabora-
tion. It is characterized as a virtual space that serves as a gateway
between two physical rooms where collaborative 3D interactions
can occur. From the evaluation results, we devised Negative Space
as a medium to support discussions on shared views over the 3D
content and, as such, it shall offer participants Identical points-of-
view over Exact copies of the workspace. We also enforce the usage
of real-time 3D reconstructions of remote people for improved
perception. Our approach can be advantageous in avoiding commu-
nication breakdowns by making many gestures and deictic idioms
easier to share and understand between participants.
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Figure 2: The Negative Space concept can be applied in mul-
tiple usage scenarios requiring visualization, design and re-
viewof virtual 3Dmodels. Notable examples areA) engineer-
ing industries and the B) healthcare.

Similarly to Ishii et al. [Ishii and Kobayashi 1992], Negative Space
exploits the benefits of a see-through display. By positioning the
virtual content between two people, participants are able to profit
from normal face-to-face interactions as if they were physically co-
located. This contributes to the overall workspace and situational
awareness, since participants are able to observe the other person’s
gaze direction, deictic gestures and actions, while performing se-
lection and manipulation tasks related to multiple occupational
fields, such as engineering, industrial, architecture and medical, as
demonstrated in Figure 2.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we presented an evaluation of several combinations
of different points-of-view, and workspace and embodiment char-
acteristics to study remote face-to-face collaborative work on 3D
shared content, with the objective of achieving a consistent and
seamless reference space between participants while promoting
workspace awareness. As a consequence of the results’ analysis,
we conceptualize Negative Space, a telepresence approach that en-
ables full-body face-to-face communication and creates a virtual
task space between two remote spaces, where interactions with 3D
objects can occur.
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